LA CLOTA RESIDENTIAL
(Badalona, Spain)

Systems
Alumecano
RSA - Haandset edge protection screen

www.alsina.com
BENIDORM BEACH RESIDENTIAL (Spain)

Systems
Self Guided climbing system
Alisply Walls
Alisply Universal

www.alsina.com
CORAL SPRINGS RESIDENTIAL (United States)

Systems
Alisply Walls
Aluflex
C160 Climbing System

www.alsina.com
WELL LAGOS RESIDENTIAL BUILDING (Montevideo, Uruguay)

Systems
Alisply Manual
Alumecano Plywood
Alisan Scaffolding
Alsipercha

www.alsina.com
DEPARO RESIDENTIAL
(Manila, Philippines)

Systems
Mecanoflex
Alispilar

www.alsina.com
RESIDENTIAL IN KRAKOW (Poland)

Systems
Alumecano
Europrop A
Multiform
AR Shoring

www.alsina.com
Z ET CONSORT RESIDENTIAL
(Marrakech, Morocco)

Systems
Alumecano Mecanoflex

www.alsina.com
RESIDENTIAL IN CELLE LIGURE (Italy)

Systems
Alumecano
One sided walls
Alisply Walls

www.alsina.com
LINK AT DOUGLAS
RESIDENTIAL
(Miami, United States)

Systems
Aluflex
A-Lite prop
Vistaform
Alisply Walls
Alisply Universal

www.alsina.com